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DAYS ONE-THREE of SEVEN – Capricorn Solar Full Moon 

Meditation and Contemplation  

for Soul-Realization in Service to Humanity 

 

 

PREPARATION for INDEPTH MEDITATION 

I. “THE BREATH IS THE LIFE - SOUNDING FORTH “THE SACRED WORD, OM” 

◊ Sound forth the sacred Word, OM, coming into the peaceful Presence of the Soul.  

◊ Consciously link with the Life energy of the constellation Capricorn – with It’s Light of 

Initiation, pouring through the Heart of the Sun … Breathe in conscious "Breaths of Life" 

pouring through all the Centers.   

◊ With the “Breath of Life", and with conscious intent to dissolve and release atoms of lesser 

vibration, AUDIBLY sound forth the Sacred Word, OM.  

◊ With the "Breath of Life", reach deep into the Heart of the Sun with intense spiritual 

Aspiration … drawing in atoms of higher vibration. ◊ SILENTLY sound forth the Sacred Word 

as new life pours through you … lifting and heightening your vibration and vibratory field … every 

conscious breath a deeper and truer entry into the Soul field, every breath making a truer 

contact with Reality. 

II. CONNECTING WITH THE SOLAR ANGEL AND ANGEL OF THE 10TH PETAL  

◊ We bring our awareness to the Solar Angel and the twelve-petalled “Heart in the Head” of 

the 1000-petaled Crown Center (above the Head). ◊ Come into resonance with the Angel 

governing the 10th petal of Capricorn as we sound forth the Sacred Word, OM.  In the 
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moments that follow, breathe with the joyous presence of these Angels – as Their lighted 

Intelligence, loving Presence, and specialized Powers begin to touch and work with you.  Pause. 

◊ In the moments that follow, work simply and easily with the energy of the breath as it 

circulates from the Crown center, down the central column and out through the minor 

centers in the soles of the feet into the earth, "Blessing the Earth upon which we walk" ◊ 

Follow the energy returning home "whence it came", circulating back to the Crown. 

Note: some will experience the energy flowing back up the central column to the 

Crown; some experience the return flow as a circular arc of energy flowing up the 

front of the body (as in Kriya Yoga) returning home to the Crown; others experience 

the return flow simultaneously in all directions (front, sides and back) like a great 

ovoid sphere, or torus, of dynamic circulating energy – a perpetual fountain 

descending and ascending.  Work with what is right for you. 

Sound forth a silent OM sealing in the new vibration. 

◊ Optional: Sounding forth a SILENT OM whilst visualizing the energies passing down from the 

Crown—pause briefly at the Ajna center (in the forehead) ... the Throat ... and the Heart ... 

before continuing through the remaining Centers in the body, and into the earth ◊ Follow the 

re-ascending arc of energy ‘returning home whence it came’. 

III. THE SOUL STAR GROUP – Group Soul Infusion, Linking with the Greater Groups 
 

◊ Let us see ourselves standing inside a large circle of Souls, gathered and gathering with other 

Participating Souls as “the Soul Star Group” (with the Ashram of the Christ) for the purpose of 

working in group formation during this full moon period. 

 

◊ With the Creative Imagination, see all the Souls 

gathered as radiant spheres of light …  

In one simultaneous movement, we extend a ray of 

love and light, Soul to Soul, to all herein gathered.   

Together we form “one great sphere of Lighted Love” 

energized and infused with all our Soul qualities and 

Ray powers, vibrating as One Light.    

◊ Aware of the Group Soul vibration, we Sound the 

sacred Word, OM, confirming the new vibration.  
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◊ With the “breath of life”, silently sound forth the Sacred Word … feeling the elevating power 

of the Light of Initiation infusing and flowing throughout the Soul Star group … further 

clarifying, heightening and intensifying its vibration. 

As we allow our subtle senses to open … let us now sense (revealed or imagined) a field of 

great Love, Purpose and Power that is the ‘Presence of the Great Ones’ – known as the “great 

potency of the inner Groups”, the Ashrams of the Christ.  As we sound a silent OM in this 

magnanimous Presence … visualize the Soul Star Group linked with Them. Know we are in 

the vibrational Presence of Their Sphere. 

 

Sound a Silent OM confirming the new vibration.   
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IV. CONTEMPLATIONS AND DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES 

 

Days One, Two and Three 

 

  

◊ We now turn our focus to the Christ 

standing in the Center of the group 

Soul, symbolized by the five-pointed 

Star. 

Let us sense the great “Heart of Love” 

of the Christ emanating, infusing and 

magnifying all participating Souls 

gathered with His radiance.   

In His Love, His Light and His 

protective Sphere, we know “All Is 

Well”. 
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DAY ONE 
 

◊ Attune once again with the “living light” of the Angel of Capricorn.  In the Light of the 10th 

Petal (through the assistance of the Angel), we will work with the following Contemplation.  

Read what follows slowly and contemplatively, absorbing the vibratory truth of Master DK’s 

thoughts and words. 

 

◊ “Capricorn—The Light of Initiation. This is the light which clears the way to the 

mountain top, and produces transfiguration, thus revealing the rising sun.” 

 

CONTEMPLATE:  “The result of all experience in any sign of the zodiac should 

definitely work out as an expansion of consciousness and, no matter what form this 

experience may take, it consummates in an initiation of some kind or another.  Students 

would do well to regard initiation as a determining process in life, and should endeavor 

that every life experience or cycle of life experiences should work out as an initiation 

into a wider field of awareness, of expression and of resultant contact .”  (EA, 189) 

“Following this is the inauguration of a new cycle of effort.” 

 

As we learn to see our life experiences which have resulted in “expansions of 

consciousness” as an “initiation of some kind or another”, we can make rapid progress 

on the path.  Regarding our life experiences as a “determining process” opens the doors 

to Light, to Courage, and higher Will, supporting us to ‘stay the course’.  This is true 

whether our life experiences are purificatory in nature, painful, challenging or 

threatening—or expanding and liberating until we emerge “into a wider field of 

awareness, of expression and of resultant contact.”  

 

REFLECT: Reframing our life experiences through the ‘lens of Initiation’ is freeing, and will 

help propel us forward without delay.  See them as a “determining process”. 
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PROCEED TO THE “CLOSING FOR THE DAY” (last page) 
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DAY TWO 
 

◊ Attune once again with the “living light” of the Angel of Capricorn.  In the Light of the 10th 

Petal (through the assistance of the Angel), we will work with the following Contemplation.   

Read what follows slowly and contemplatively, absorbing the vibratory truth of Master DK’s 

thoughts and words.  

(We can work with one or all of the Diamond Soul practices that follow) 

◊ “In Capricorn, the initiate learns to realize the meaning of the growing light which 

greets his progress as he climbs upward to the mountain top. The flashes of intuition with 

which he is becoming familiar change into the blazing and constant light of the soul, 

irradiating the mind and providing that point of fusion which must ever be the "fusion of 

the two lights, the greater and the lesser light"…  “The light of the personality and the 

light of the soul blend.  …This takes place upon the Path of Initiation and is called the 

experience of the mountain top…” (EA, 182) 

∆ Let us recognize the signs of two lights blending on the Path of Initiation.  ∆ As 

the constant light of the soul irradiates the mind (of the personality), we are lifted 

to another level of vibration and higher Identity.  ∆ The Mind of Christ continues to 

unfold with more of its latent powers.  ∆ We become wiser, more truly loving, more 

knowing and “all-seeing”, and more able to serve the Plan. 

“In Capricorn the Christ life and consciousness come to full fruition .” ∆ Pause, reflect.  

◊ “In the perfect example of the influences of Capricorn, head and heart are perfectly 

balanced”. 

∆ When head (knowledge) meets the heart (love), blending, wisdom arises.  When 

heart (love) meets head (knowledge), blending, compassion flows.  ∆ Pause to 

reflect.  
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PROCEED TO THE “CLOSING FOR THE DAY” (last page) 
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DAY THREE 
 

◊ Attune once again with the Angel of the Presence (the Solar Angel) and the “living light” of the 

Angel of Capricorn.  In the Light of the 10th Petal (through the assistance of the Angel), we will 

work with the following Contemplation.  

 

◊ Read what follows slowly and contemplatively, absorbing the vibratory truth of Master 

DK’s thoughts and words.  

 

THE LIGHT SUPERNAL 

“Capricorn—The Light of Initiation. This is the light which clears the way to the 

mountain top, and produces transfiguration, thus revealing the rising sun.” 

 

Keyword: "Lost am I in light supernal, yet on that light I turn my back." 

[The following is one long paragraph separated into individual paragraphs for emphasis]  

“The Procedure required for the manifestation of "light supernal" takes place when a 

transitory point of synthesis is reached and the seven energies [seven rays] are blended 

into one great energetic Light. 

“These seven energies have ever, unitedly, created the "light supernal" upon the highest 

levels of divine expression, but that revealing light only finds Location when the seventh 

Ray of Ceremonial Order is active and in process of manifestation in the three worlds , 

and necessarily, therefore, upon the seventh plane, the physical plane. Such a 

manifestation inevitably takes place in moments of planetary crisis when the seventh ray 

is active and when the Sun is in Aquarius. Such a combination of relationships is being 

established now, for the seventh ray is rapidly coming into manifestation and the Sun 

is in Aquarius, for the Aquarian Age is just beginning. 

“The Objective of this combination (which has occurred six times during the period of the 

fifth root-race) is to bring about illumination and the establishment of order upon 

the Earth. The first indication of the possibility of the effectiveness of these divine 

proposals was the giving out of the New Invocation [The Great Invocation]; its potency 

was so great that right conditions had to be considered before its enunciation was 

possible. 

“That was the first step in the planned precipitation of the "light supernal"; the second 

step will be the reappearance of the Great Lord, Who will act as the lens through 

which the light can be focused and adapted to human need . Conditions are rapidly 
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being brought about whereby this great event of light distribution will be possible.” 

(DNA-II, 425/6) 

With the advent of the Christ and the Great Ones nigh upon us (His closest 

Disciples of the spiritual Hierarchy), this light distribution—the Light Supernal 

focused through the Christ — is sensed by those who are in process of uniting the 

light of the personality and the light of the Soul.  As a result of progressive Soul 

infusion, the growing light of the personality gradually merges with the light of the 

Soul in a series of temporary precipitations of the light supernal until there is 

complete fusion.   

These temporary fusions are important to notice and recognized as progress 

‘moving fast upon the lighted Way’. They arrive as “holy Instants”, as momentary 

electrical jumps – elevations of vision, loving understanding, comprehension, 

joyous wonder and awe.  With each step we are for a time “lost in light supernal”, 

the experience of which can be ecstatic (‘standing outside oneself’), and/or etheric 

as whole-body light infusions confirming the growing dominance of the “Mind of 

Christ” taking firmer hold replacing the ego mind.  These are signs of progress on 

the lighted way. 

And yet, once achieved, upon that Light we turn our back, sensitized to the need of 

humanity and call to serve the emergence of the Soul of Humanity. 

Reflect upon all the above in preparation for the Full Moon tomorrow.  
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PROCEED TO THE “CLOSING FOR THE DAY” (last page) 
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CLOSING FOR EACH DAY 

 

Let us give thanks of gratitude for the ongoing Presence of the Solar Angel and assistance 

of the Angel of Capricorn governing the 10th petal.   

 

Sense and acknowledge the growing love, light, strength and presence of the Soul Star 

Group … as a “Companion upon the Way”. 

 

Sound a Silent Om affirming and sealing in our new vibration. 

 

 

 

We CLOSE with the following Mantram (and Great Invocation if not already sounded): 

 

“May the energy of the divine Self inspire us, 

And the light of the Soul direct. 

May we be led from darkness to Light, 

From the unreal to the Real, 

From death to Immortality.”    

 

(DNA-I, 306) 
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THE GREAT INVOCATION 

 

 
∞ 


